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MAINTENANCE NOTICE 

MICROLOK® 
VITAL INTERLOCKING CONTROL SYSTEM 

MICROLOK-PLUS™ 
VITAL+ NON-VITAL CONTROL PACKAGE 

(VITAL SECTION) 

MODIFICATIONS TO LAMP DRIVER PCB AND LAMP 
DRIVER EXTERNAL CIRCUIT 

This Maintenance Notice describes modifica
tions to the Lamp Driver boards used in the 
MICROLOK® and MICROLOK-PLUSTM Systems, and 
the related lamp circuits. The modifica
tions are in response to several incidents 
on a U.S. railroad in which lightning 
strikes caused failures (to most restric
tive state) of MICROLOK® systems, due to 
damage of the lamp driver board output 
circuits. These modifications are designed 
to minimize such failures. 

The affected Lamp Driver boards include: 

N451441-6702 (Rev. 2 and older) 
N451441-6703 (Rev. 2 and older) 
N451441-7301 (Rev. 1 and older) 

Beginning February, 1994, Lamp Driver 
boards returned to US&S for repair were 
modified to include new output circuits 
with improved immunity to lightning-induced 
voltage transients. 
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At the same time, new -6702 and -6703 Lamp 
Driver boards were upgraded to Revision 3, 
while -7301 boards were upgraded to 
Revision 2. These boards incorporate the 
same improvements to the output circuits. 

In conjunction with the Lamp-Driver boards, 
US&S is reconmending a change in the steer
ing/blocking diodes which are wired in 
series with each of the lamp output lines. 
The currently specified 6A, 600 PIV diode 
(MR756 or equivalent) is to be replaced 
with 5KP100A diode. 

US&S recommends that all new and existing 
MICROLOK® and MICROLOK-PLUSTM installations 
with lamp driver circuits be equipped with 
both the modified Lamp Driver PCBs and the 
5KP100A diodes to obtain maximum protection 
from lightning-induced voltages. See 
reverse side for installation details. 
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NOTES: New MICROLOK41 and MICROLOK-PLUS™ 
units delivered as of February, 1994 
are already supplied with upgraded 
Lamp Driver boards. At these loca
tions, make certain to use 5KP100A 
Transzorbs in the lamp circuits per 
steps 4 through 6. 

1. Obtain upgraded Lamp Driver boards and 
the 5KP100A diodes from US&S (refe~ to 
Service Information at right). The 
modified boards will be identified with 
an "X" after the revision number. Also, 
the -6703 and -7301 boards have differ
ent colored ejectors: 

N451441-6702 
N451441-6703 
N451441-7301 

Rev. 2X 
Rev. 2X 
Rev. lX 

2. Turn off system power. 
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3. Replace all existing Lamp Driver boards 
with the upgraded Lamp Driver boards. 
Make certain the part number on each 
replacement board agrees with that of 
the previous board. 

4. In the equipment house lamp driver 
circuits, remove blocking diodes in the 
output wiring to the signal lamps. This 
includes MR756, SK364, ECG5815 or any 6 
amp, 600 PIV diodes. 

5. Replace these diodes with 5KP100A diodes 
only. Mount these with exactly the same 
orientation as the old diodes (striped 
side towards signal lamps). 
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DC LAMP DRIVER CABLE ASSY. TERM. 
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6. For outputs driving two lamps in paral
lel, use two SKPlOOA's in parallel as 
shown in the wiring diagram below. Both 
di6des can share the same AAR terminal 
post. 

NOTE: The 5KP100A diodes are NOT to be used 
with boards N451441-6702 or -6703 
(Revision 2 or older), or board 
N451441-7301 (Revision 1 or older). 

7. Turn on system power and perform the 
MICROLOK41/MICROLOK-PLUS™ System Retest 
procedures described in US&S Service 
Manual 6400C. 

SERVICE INFORMATJ'.ON 

All technical questions regarding this 
Maintenance Notice should be directed to 
your US&S Sales Representative. 

For parts and service information call 
toll-free 1-800-652-7276. The part no. for 
the SKPlOOA diode is J792736-004S. The 
modified Lamp Driver boards and new diodes 
can also be ordered through your US&S Sales 

· Representative. Make certain to order 
enough diodes for all signal lamps. 

The return shipping address for existing 
Lamp Driver boards is: 

Union Switch & Signal Inc. 
Service Shop 
645 Russell St. 
Batesburg, SC 29006 
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